Heart of Matter is a series of reflective conversations that dwell on holistic living, wellness, history, philosophy, literature, art and culture. Presented by InKo Centre as quarterly editions, in association with partner organisations, these direct and inspirational conversations will focus on lived experience rather than theoretical abstractions.

We invite you to explore what lies at the heart of matter, what matters most and why.

Literary Festivals, locality festivals, music and dance festivals, a month to celebrate the city and much else have all made Chennai that was Madras a vibrant cultural capital of India. This atmosphere was cited as one of the reasons for the New York Times including Chennai as the only city from India on a must-visit-list comprising 52 metros from across the world. And yet, all of this is achieved largely thanks to support from the private sector.

Listen to veteran business journalist and author Sushila Ravindranath and historian/entrepreneur Sriram V analyse the reasons for this in a conversation at 6.30 pm on 9 November 2017 at InKo Centre.